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The OpenFlexure Microscope

Motorised, digital,
laboratory-grade microscope

Mechanical stage is 3D printed

Design optimised for plastic (not
a cheap imitation)

Anyone can reproduce the design,
all project information is open

Focus on medical, research, and
educational use.
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Why do we need a medical microscope?
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Why build another medical microscope?

How much does a commercial microscope cost?

Purchase cost ∼£20,000

Maintenance: Parts cost + engineer travel
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Key question

Can we design a microscope that is:

• Understandable by many

• Community can suggest changes

• Has variations for different purposes

• Useful for hobbyists, researchers, and education

• Can be used in a medical product across the world



Medical device Quality Management

Medical device design requires:

• Clear version control

• Control of what goes into the design

• Design risks assessed

• Clear, concise, up-to-date technical documentation

How hard is it to do this in the open?
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Remote collaboration is hard!
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Remote collaboration is hard!
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Automation helps!
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Writing our own toolchain
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So much time was “wasted” developing software



Writing our own toolchain

If only there was a Foundation for that!
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